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Managing Folders for User Console Reports
Reports in Data Platform’s User Console can be organized in folders. To get to the folders management
dialog, either click on the Report Management link on the upper-right hand corner of the home page, or
use the drop-down menu associated with the Reports link on the top navigation bar to bring up Report
Management page.
This document provides the guidelines to all operations that are possible as part of folders management
in the User Console.

Opening the Folder Management Interface
To open the folder management interface, perform the following steps.
To open the folder management interface:
1. On the Report Management page, click on the drop-down menu associated with the Report
Management header to bring up the interface for folder management.
The drop-down menu shows all folders available in the User Console:
•

•

Built-in folders:
•

All Reports

•

Favorite Reports

•

Home Reports

•

Instant Reports

User-created folders

2. Click on any of the folders to bring up the page showing all the reports stored in that folder.
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Creating a New Folder
To create a new folder, perform the following steps.
To create a new folder:
1. Click on the New Top Folder button
2. Type in the folder name
3. Click on Confirm
The newly-created folder will show up next time the folder management interface is brought up

Creating a New Subfolder
To create a new subfolder, perform the following tasks.
To create a new sub-folder:
1. Hover over the folder within which the sub-folder to be created. Three menu buttons will show up.

2. Click on the + (Add, the leftmost) button.
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3. Follow the same steps as the creation of a new folder.
More sub-folders can be created at the same level or at the lower level of hierarchy (i.e., sub-subfolder) by the same method.

Renaming an Existing User-Created Folder
To rename an existing user-created folder, perform the following steps.
To rename an existing user-created folder:
1. Hover over the folder to be renamed and click on the Edit (the middle) button.

2. Edit the folder name.
3. Click on Confirm.
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Deleting a User-Created Folder
To delete a user-created folder, perform the following steps.
To delete a user-created folder:
1. Hover over the folder to be deleted and click on the X (Remove, the rightmost) button.

2. In the next dialog, check the box to delete reports inside the folder as well. Otherwise, leave the box
unchecked to leave to preserve the reports (accessible in All Reports folder or any other folders
already containing them).
3. Click on Confirm.
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Adding Reports to a Folder
To add reports to a folder, perform the following steps.
To ‘pin’ (i.e., add) reports into a folder:
1. Find the report. Use the search box to filter to find the report quickly.
2. Click on the Pin button on the right-hand side of the report name. The Pin Report To dialog box
opens.

The report can be pinned to Favorites, Home, or one of the user-created folders.
3. Click on Pin to confirm.
NOTE: A report can be pinned into multiple folders
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Removing a Report from a Folder
To remove a report from a folder, perform the following steps.
To ‘unpin’ (i.e., remove) a report from a folder:
1. Go to the folder and find the report to be unpinned.
2. Click on the Unpin button on the right-hand side of the report name.

3. Click OK to confirm, or Cancel otherwise
The report will be removed from the folder, but it can still be found in All Reports folder or any
other folder(s) already containing it.
4. To move the report to a different folder, use the Move button instead.
5. To remove the report permanently everywhere, use the Delete button instead.

Sorting Reports
You can sort reports using standard sorting options or manually.
•

Sorting Reports Using Standard Sorting Options

•

Sorting Reports Manually and Saving the Sort
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Sorting Reports Using Standard Sorting Options
To sort reports using standard sorting options, perform the following steps.
To sort reports in one of the 3 (three) standard sorting options:
1. Go to the folder which contains the reports to be sorted.
2. Click on the Sort button to bring down the options to sort by:
•

Report Name

•

Create Date

•

User

The first click sorts the report in the ascending order (A-Z, lower-higher), the second click sorts the
report in the descending order (Z-A, higher-lower)
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Sorting Reports Manually and Saving the Sort
To sort reports manually and save the sort, perform the following steps.
To sort reports manually (and save the resulting sort):
1. Go to the folder which contains the reports to be sorted.
2. Drag and drop any reports in the preferred order.
3. Click on Save Sorts button to save the order.

The order will be preserved next time the folder is shown.
NOTE: Doing additional sorting by any of the three standard sorting options will temporarily change
the sorting accordingly. The saved (manual) sorting will be preserved anytime the folder is shown.
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Pinning Reports to the Home Page
To pin reports to the Home page, perform the following steps.
To ‘pin’ reports into the Home page:
1. Pinning reports into the Home page (the landing page when users logged into User Console) is
essentially as simple as pinning them to the Home folder.

2. Up to 4 (four) reports can be pinned to the Home page.
3. The order by which the reports show up can be changed using either one of the standard sorting
options (by Report Name, by Create Date, by User) or manual sorting.
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Sharing a Folder of Reports
To share a folder of reports, perform the following steps.
To share a folder (and all the reports in it):
1. Bring up the folder management interface.
2. Hover over the folder to be shared, click on the Edit (the middle) button.
3. Navigate to the Share Reports tab.

4. Choose the options:
•

Keep the folder Private; or

•

Share the folder to Public, or

•

Share the folder to specific users only

Sharing the folder to specific users will bring up the Users and Groups dialog
5. Check the box next to the user entry, specify the privilege whether the user can further Execute,
Modify, Delete or Share the folder.
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6. Click on the Add button to find more users in the organization. Use the search box to find the users
quickly.

7. Click in the Remove button to remove sharing with the checked users
8. Click on the Share button to share the folder
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Legal Information
Copyright Notice
Copyright © 2022 Flexera
This publication contains proprietary and confidential information and creative works owned by Flexera
and its licensors, if any. Any use, copying, publication, distribution, display, modification, or transmission
of such publication in whole or in part in any form or by any means without the prior express written
permission of Flexera is strictly prohibited. Except where expressly provided by Flexera in writing,
possession of this publication shall not be construed to confer any license or rights under any Flexera
intellectual property rights, whether by estoppel, implication, or otherwise.
All copies of the technology and related information, if allowed by Flexera, must display this notice of
copyright and ownership in full.
If your product team prepares supplementary files that contain copyright notices and license
agreements for third-party software and also makes those files available on the Web site, use the
following paragraph at the end of the Copyright Notice section:
[ProductName] incorporates software developed by others and redistributed according to license
agreements. Copyright notices and licenses for these external libraries are provided in a supplementary
document that accompanies this one.

Intellectual Property
For a list of trademarks and patents that are owned by Flexera, see
https://www.flexera.com/legal/intellectual-property.html.
All other brand and product names mentioned in Flexera products, product documentation, and
marketing materials are the trademarks and registered trademarks of their respective owners.

Restricted Rights Legend
The Software is commercial computer software. If the user or licensee of the Software is an agency,
department, or other entity of the United States Government, the use, duplication, reproduction,
release, modification, disclosure, or transfer of the Software, or any related documentation of any kind,
including technical data and manuals, is restricted by a license agreement or by the terms of this
Agreement in accordance with Federal Acquisition Regulation 12.212 for civilian purposes and Defense
Federal Acquisition Regulation Supplement 227.7202 for military purposes. The Software was developed
fully at private expense. All other use is prohibited.
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